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BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA,

May 2, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Madhya Pradesh, renowned as the

heart of India, is poised to present its

multifaceted tourism treasures at the

Arabian Travel Market (ATM) in Dubai,

taking place from 6th to 9th May 2024

at the Dubai World Trade Centre, Stall

No. AS7210. Esteemed as a bastion of

rich cultural heritage, wildlife, and

natural beauty, the state eagerly

participates in this esteemed event to

spotlight its distinctive and offbeat

destinations.

The Madhya Pradesh Tourism Board is

set to unveil the state's acclaimed

tourist attractions and UNESCO World

Heritage Sites during the upcoming

event. Notable among these are the

iconic Khajuraho temples, the ancient

Buddhist Monuments of Sanchi, and

the historic Rock Shelters of

Bhimbetka. Additionally, visitors will be

acquainted with other renowned

landmarks including the majestic Jahaz

Mahal in Mandu, the historic Asirgarh

Fort, and the resplendent Jehangir

Mahal in Orchha, among others. With a rich amalgamation of history, spirituality, and adventure,
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these destinations collectively offer an

unparalleled experience, solidifying

Madhya Pradesh's status as a premier

destination for discerning travelers.

Beyond these renowned attractions,

Madhya Pradesh boasts hidden gems

awaiting global exploration. The state

is home to the picturesque Pachmarhi

hill station, serene Omkareshwar, and

Maheshwar temples. These lesser-

known destinations promise a

distinctive experience for travelers and

will be prominently showcased at the

ATM Dubai 2024.

Madhya Pradesh Tourism's

participation at ATM Dubai 2024

underscores the state's commitment to

promoting sustainable and responsible

tourism practices. Recognized as the

'Best Tourism State' by the

Government of India for three consecutive years, Madhya Pradesh remains steadfast in its

mission to promote tourism while preserving its rich cultural and natural heritage.

The delegation of Madhya Pradesh Tourism, led by Dr. Ilayaraja T (IAS), Additional Secretary

Tourism, Govt. of Madhya Pradesh India, & Managing Director - MPSTDC accompanied by Mr.

Rakesh Goliya, Assistant Manager, Madhya Pradesh Tourism Board along with key stakeholders

such as Travel India Tourism Pvt. Ltd., Pals Hotel & Marketing Solutions, Life Holidays, Immerse

India Tours Pvt. Ltd, Flywings Universal Travels, Direct DMC & Representation Pvt. Ltd, Dada Guru

Travels, Travelicious MP, HHR Group of Hotels, and Trip Vanguard Tourism LLC.

Madhya Pradesh's "Responsible Tourism Mission" epitomizes a commitment to community

empowerment through rural and tribal tourism initiatives. This initiative ensures authentic

experiences for travelers through quality homestays amidst breathtaking landscapes. Visitors

can immerse themselves in local culture, indulge in vibrant art and handicrafts, savor regional

cuisine, and partake in traditional folk performances. Furthermore, outdoor enthusiasts can

relish camping under the stars or contribute to meaningful projects through volunteering

opportunities.

Madhya Pradesh Tourism extends a warm invitation to all travel enthusiasts and industry

professionals to visit their booth at ATM Dubai 2024 and explore the diverse and unique

offerings of the state. With its rich history, vibrant culture, and breathtaking landscapes, Madhya



Pradesh truly stands as a destination that caters to every traveler's palate.
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